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Who should complete this Framework?

As is the case with all community planning efforts, the Community Plan cannot be completed by
a single individual in isolation. It is the expectation of the Homelessness Partnering Secretariat
(HP Secretariat) that completion of this Plan will be led by the Community Advisory Board
(CAB), Community Entity (CE), Community Coordinator and/or relevant subcommittees in each
of the designated communities through consultation with each community's homelessness
stakeholders (as identified by each community).
We recognize that some communities may have set aside funds to hire a consultant to complete
some or all of the information compilation and interviews with stakeholders. This is not an issue
as long as the CAB/CE, Coordinator and/or relevant subcommittees continue to play an active
role in the process.
Use of the word “Community” in the Framework

As there are two very different delivery models for the HPS, and nuances in delivery within each
designated community, we have chosen to use the word "community" throughout this
Framework to cover all possible homelessness strategy structures. For the purposes of the
Framework, whenever "community" is used, it refers to the homelessness strategy structure in
place in your community and, more specifically, the group of individuals or stakeholders,
committee or series of committees in your community with lead responsibility for community
planning, implementation and decision-making relative to your homelessness strategy.
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Component One: Community Profile
Element 1 – POPULATION, HOUSING AND INCOME DYNAMICS
1.1 – Demographic and Socio-Economic Trends
Please reflect on the demographic and socio-economic trends in your community over the past
few years and briefly describe the population, housing and income dynamics that affect your
community. Please refer to the “A” Series Tables you have completed in the Data Tools, as well
as the information you provided in the Community Plan Assessment (CPA).
Population trends have remained quite similar since 1996. There have been noted
decreases in children, whereas an increase in the senior population.
Approximately 70% of dwellings are owned with the remaining 30% reflecting rental
units. With respect to core housing needs, there have been positive improvements noted
in housing adequacy, suitability and affordability since 1991. In particular, the percentage
of rental dwellings exhibiting core housing needs reduced from 33% to 25% between
1991 and 2001.
Level of income has increased for both homeowners and renters since 1991.
Approximately 30% of disposable income for renters is used to cover housing costs. This
trend has been relatively constant over the past decade. In contrast, those living in rental
situations identified as “in core housing need”, spend approximately 45% - 50% of their
income on housing related expenses. This trend has persisted based on data retrieved from
1991 to present.
Reflection:
Positive changes in community trends and impacts include decreases in areas of core
housing needs related to adequacy, suitability and affordability for rental households.
However, those living in substandard rental units (in core housing needs) experience
significant financial demands relative to their income, with approximately half of their
monthly financial resources dedicated to basic shelter and living costs.
Moncton has many centralized health and mental health services for various vulnerable
populations. Many individuals move to the community because of the availability of these
resources. Current housing resources are insufficient to meet the specialized needs of these
growing populations. In addition, the region has seen an influx of people, in particular from
the northern parts of the province, who come here looking for employment.
1.2 – Upcoming Demographic and Socio-Economic Trends
Please describe how your community expects these dynamics to change over the next 2 years.
Are there trends that you foresee will continue or change?
In-migration from other parts of the province will continue to impact the housing situation.
The population of Greater Moncton increased by 7% between 2001 and 2006, based on
Statistic Canada census data.
1.3 – Policy and Structural Trends
Please describe any recent changes in the policy and regulatory environment you work within.
This includes government structures at the local or provincial/territorial level, and changes to
legislation or regulations which may affect homelessness and housing. Do you anticipate
additional changes in this environment that could affect your community’s activities regarding
homelessness in the next two years?
One of the significant gaps in policy that continues to affect the living conditions of many
renters is the absence of provincial standards to regulate the safety and suitability of
rooming and boarding houses. Unless changes are made on a political level, we would
expect this to continue.
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Element 2 – TRENDS IN HOMELESSNESS AND THE RISK OF
HOMELESSNESS
2.1 – Homelessness Trends
Referring to your completed “B” Series tables, please profile, identify and explain the trends in
each of your community’s homeless and at-risk populations, as well as any trends you foresee for
the next two years. In completing your analysis, please consider the current profile of each
population or sub-population (Table B.2) as well as the socio-economic factors in the “A” Series
tables. The HP Secretariat recognizes that many communities may not have data (numbers or
estimates) for each of these populations or they may not collect data on the population groupings
as listed here. If this is the case for your community, please consult the Guide on how to
complete this element.
a.

Population at risk of homelessness

Approximately 15,500 individuals were identified at potential risk of homelessness in the
Greater Moncton area in 2006. These individuals were identified as living in substandard
rental units (in core housing needs), as well as experiencing significant financial demands
related to covering their basic shelter and living costs (approximately 50% of income
dedicated to shelter/housing costs).
b.

Hidden homeless population

There were no identified sources of data to address the specific homeless subgroups.
(sections b, c, d & e). In addition, the identified categories are not mutually exclusive and
therefore, present a challenge to providing specific and accurate numbers.
c.

Living on the street population
chronically living on the street

(also make specific reference to the sub-population
in your community)

See (b) above.
d.

Short-term or crisis sheltered population (also
sheltered sub-population in your community)

make specific reference to the episodically

See (b) above.
e.

Supportive housed population

See (b) above.
ESTIMATE OF HOMELESSNESS:
Based on existing sources of data, the number of homeless individuals who received
services from shelters in the Greater Moncton area in 2006 was 946. This outcome reflects
the annual number of individuals served by the two largest shelters in Greater Moncton
(689 male adults; 177 female adults; and 80 children).
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Element 3 – COMMUNITY ASSETS ANALYSIS
3.1 – Assets
Referring to Tables C.1 and C.2, please comment on the nature and availability of your
community assets or resources for the next two years (2007-2009) e.g. do you expect the assets
in your community to be maintained at the same level, or do you expect some assets to grow or
be reduced?
The 2007 Community Asset Inventory includes approximately 40 non-profit and
government agencies. These organizations are organized into seven sector groups to
encourage inter-agency collaboration and coordination of services. Sectors include:
reintegration; emergency/crisis shelters; outreach/drop-in; transition/housing; family &
parent support; health and well-being; and food services.
Since 1999, there has been the development of a range of new services to target identified
gaps in addressing homelessness. These include: FindMyWay.ca (an internet referral &
case management resource); Youth Quest (a centralized outreach & case management
services); Mobile One Community Services (a mobile pantry & soup kitchen); Mobile
Needle Distribution Service; and YMCA ReConnect (outreach to homeless individuals).
As of November 2007, there is also a Seniors’ Information Centre.
In 2006-07, the Greater Moncton Homelessness Steering Committee created an
operational and evaluation framework (logic model) from which to streamline and
monitor its meeting and strategic activities. This strategic framework provides a working
guide for engaging the capacity of both the steering committee and sector working group
members.
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Component Two: Issues and Priorities
Element 4 – ISSUE IDENTIFICATION
4.1 – Issues and related homeless and at-risk populations
Based on the Moving Forward section of your CPA, your updated Community Profile, as well as
consultation with a broad range of community stakeholders, please list below the main issues
which must be addressed in your community in order to prevent and reduce homelessness. To
support your work, you may use Worksheet - D in the Data Tools.
Four “Issue” tables have been included in the Framework. As a first step, copy and paste as
many supplementary tables as you need to ensure that each of your identified issues has its own
numbered table, and then complete the tables.
Issue # 1
a. Please briefly describe the issue:
Greater Moncton has a variety of organizations and agencies that provide support and services
for the homeless and those at risk, although many individuals are often challenged in knowing
how to navigate the system. There is a need to strengthen community linkages and to provide
more easily accessible information on services available including addictions treatments
programs, counselling, literacy and employment programs as well as community and
government services.
b. Affected Homeless and at-risk population
For this issue, please select the most affected at-risk or homeless population. You may select
more than one.
[ ! ] At-risk of homelessness
[ ! ] Hidden homeless
[ ! ] Living on the street
[ ] Chronically living on the street (subpopulation)
[ !] Short-term or crisis sheltered
[ ] Episodically sheltered (subpopulation)
[ ! ] Supportive housed
[ ] Not Applicable (The issue does not involve direct service provision to homeless and at-risk
individuals.)
c. Population characteristics
Please briefly outline the key characteristics of the at-risk or homeless population(s) who are
most affected by the issue (as in Table B.2 in the Data Tools). Again, if the issue does not
involve direct service provision to homeless and at-risk individuals, write “N/A”.
All at-risk or homeless population(s) are affected.
Issue # 2
a. Please briefly describe the issue:
Demand for basic services for the homeless and those at-risk in the Greater Moncton area (e.g.
meals, staff to serve meals, shelter spaces) has been steadily increasing over the past few years.
Agencies are increasingly challenged to provide such services. There is a need to provide
continued support for basic services, including finding ways to pool resources, to improve
infrastructure and to better coordinate activities.
b. Affected Homeless and at-risk population
For this issue, please select the most affected at-risk or homeless population. You may select
more than one.
[ ! ] At-risk of homelessness
[ ! ] Hidden homeless
[ ! ] Living on the street
[ ] Chronically living on the street (subpopulation)
[ ! ] Short-term or crisis sheltered
[ ] Episodically sheltered (subpopulation)
[ ! ] Supportive housed
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Issue # 2
[ ] Not Applicable (The issue does not involve direct service provision to homeless and at-risk
individuals.)
c. Population characteristics
Please briefly outline the key characteristics of the at-risk or homeless population(s) who are
most affected by the issue (as in Table B.2 in the Data Tools). Again, if the issue does not
involve direct service provision to homeless and at-risk individuals, write “N/A”.
Those most affected are low income, particularly families, who may have housing but limited
disposable income, and are frequent users of food banks. Approximately half of the individuals
served in 2004 by a mobile food kitchen and pantry were children and youth under the age of 18.
Issue # 3
a. Please briefly describe the issue:
There are very few emergency shelter options in Greater Moncton designed to meet the needs of
women and children except for those fleeing abusive situations. There is also a need for more
longer-term residential options for these populations that are safe and affordable.
b. Affected Homeless and at-risk population
For this issue, please select the most affected at-risk or homeless population. You may select
more than one.
[ ! ] At-risk of homelessness
[ ! ] Hidden homeless
[ ] Living on the street
[ ] Chronically living on the street (subpopulation)
[ ! ] Short-term or crisis sheltered
[ ] Episodically sheltered (subpopulation)
[ ! ] Supportive housed
[ ] Not Applicable (The issue does not involve direct service provision to homeless and at-risk
individuals.)
c. Population characteristics
Please briefly outline the key characteristics of the at-risk or homeless population(s) who are
most affected by the issue (as in Table B.2 in the Data Tools). Again, if the issue does not
involve direct service provision to homeless and at-risk individuals, write “N/A”.
Women and children; subpopulation is pregnant teens.
Issue # 4
a. Please briefly describe the issue:
Adult males in Greater Moncton, especially those exiting the correctional system, are challenged
to find accommodations that are adequate and affordable, and that are supported by significant
support services. There is a need to increase the number of adult males moving from the streets
and dependence on government programs to more adequate transitional housing while increasing
their self-sufficiency through in-house support programs.
b. Affected Homeless and at-risk population
For this issue, please select the most affected at-risk or homeless population. You may select
more than one.
[ ! ] At-risk of homelessness
[ ] Hidden homeless
[ ! ] Living on the street
[ ] Chronically living on the street (subpopulation)
[ ! ] Short-term or crisis sheltered
[ ] Episodically sheltered (subpopulation)
[ ] Supportive housed
[ ] Not Applicable (The issue does not involve direct service provision to homeless and at-risk
individuals.)
c. Population characteristics
Please briefly outline the key characteristics of the at-risk or homeless population(s) who are
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Issue # 4
most affected by the issue (as in Table B.2 in the Data Tools). Again, if the issue does not
involve direct service provision to homeless and at-risk individuals, write “N/A”.
Adult males, particularly ex-offenders
Issue # 5
a. Please briefly describe the issue:
In Greater Moncton, there are youth who are homeless or at-risk of being homeless. There is a
need to increase the quality of the services and programs offered to these individuals. These is
also a need for professional development for staff and outreach workers working with these
individuals as well as a need to enhance the sustainability of the Transition Housing Program for
youth.
b. Affected Homeless and at-risk population
For this issue, please select the most affected at-risk or homeless population. You may select
more than one.
[ ! ] At-risk of homelessness
[ ! ] Hidden homeless
[! ] Living on the street
[ ] Chronically living on the street (subpopulation)
[ ] Short-term or crisis sheltered
[ ] Episodically sheltered (subpopulation)
[ ] Supportive housed
[ ] Not Applicable (The issue does not involve direct service provision to homeless and at-risk
individuals.)
c. Population characteristics
Please briefly outline the key characteristics of the at-risk or homeless population(s) who are
most affected by the issue (as in Table B.2 in the Data Tools). Again, if the issue does not
involve direct service provision to homeless and at-risk individuals, write “N/A”.
Youth, including youth with more complex health issues (e.g. mental health or substance use
problems).
Issue # 6
a. Please briefly describe the issue:
Homeless people or those at-risk in Greater Moncton often have mental health and/or substance
use problems, and many face extended wait times for services. For example, there is currently a
long waiting list to access the Methadone Maintenance program. There is a need to provide
injection drug users (IDU) with increased access to emergency and transitional programs through
a central entry point as well as to help them stay safe from infectious diseases while they move
from a life of crisis to one of independence.
b. Affected Homeless and at-risk population
For this issue, please select the most affected at-risk or homeless population. You may select
more than one.
[ ! ] At-risk of homelessness
[ ! ] Hidden homeless
[ ! ] Living on the street
[ ] Chronically living on the street (subpopulation)
[ ! ] Short-term or crisis sheltered
[ ] Episodically sheltered (subpopulation)
[ ] Supportive housed
[ ] Not Applicable (The issue does not involve direct service provision to homeless and at-risk
individuals.)
c. Population characteristics
Please briefly outline the key characteristics of the at-risk or homeless population(s) who are
most affected by the issue (as in Table B.2 in the Data Tools). Again, if the issue does not
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Issue # 6
involve direct service provision to homeless and at-risk individuals, write “N/A”.
Individuals with health issues, in particular injection drug users (IDUs).
Issue # 7
a. Please briefly describe the issue:
There is a need to increase knowledge and information about homelessness in the Greater
Moncton area and, in particular, to raise awareness of policy issues that impact homelessness
among the general population. Increasing awareness of homelessness among the general
population is critical if solutions are to be found.
b. Affected Homeless and at-risk population
For this issue, please select the most affected at-risk or homeless population. You may select
more than one.
[ ] At-risk of homelessness
[ ] Hidden homeless
[ ] Living on the street
[ ] Chronically living on the street (subpopulation)
[ ] Short-term or crisis sheltered
[ ] Episodically sheltered (subpopulation)
[ ] Supportive housed
[ ! ] Not Applicable (The issue does not involve direct service provision to homeless and at-risk
individuals.)
c. Population characteristics
Please briefly outline the key characteristics of the at-risk or homeless population(s) who are
most affected by the issue (as in Table B.2 in the Data Tools). Again, if the issue does not
involve direct service provision to homeless and at-risk individuals, write “N/A”.
N/A
Issue # 8
a. Please briefly describe the issue:
There is no fully-functional coordinated and integrated data collection system among Greater
Moncton shelters and food and other service providers. Some shelters have received the HIFIS
system, and are in process of learning it.
b. Affected Homeless and at-risk population
For this issue, please select the most affected at-risk or homeless population. You may select
more than one.
[ ] At-risk of homelessness
[ ] Hidden homeless
[ ] Living on the street
[ ] Chronically living on the street (subpopulation)
[ ] Short-term or crisis sheltered
[ ] Episodically sheltered (subpopulation)
[ ] Supportive housed
[ ! ] Not Applicable (The issue does not involve direct service provision to homeless and at-risk
individuals.)
c. Population characteristics
Please briefly outline the key characteristics of the at-risk or homeless population(s) who are
most affected by the issue (as in Table B.2 in the Data Tools). Again, if the issue does not
involve direct service provision to homeless and at-risk individuals, write “N/A”.
N/A
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Element 5 – COMMUNITY PLAN PRIORITIES
5.1 – Community Plan priorities 2007 to 2009
From the issues outlined in Element 4, please identify those your community will focus on as
priorities for the next two years (2007-2009). To support your work, you may use Worksheet – D
in the Data Tools.
Community Plan Priority # 1
a. Statement of the priority
Please copy the issue statement from Element 4.
Greater Moncton has a variety of organizations and agencies that provide support and services
for the homeless and those at risk, although many individuals are often challenged in knowing
how to navigate the system. There is a need to strengthen community linkages and to provide
more easily accessible information on services available including addictions treatments
programs, counselling, literacy and employment programs as well as community and
government services.
b. Focus on the at-risk or homeless population
Of the populations identified in b. and c. in Element 4, will your priority focus on all of
them?
[ ! ] Yes
[

] No - Please describe the groups which your priority will address.

c. Rationale
Please provide the rationale for identifying this issue as a priority for 2007-2009. In the
rationale, please refer to the “Moving Forward” section of your CPA, your updated
Community Profile and the HPS objectives.
In 2006, seven sector groups representing the key stakeholders of the Greater Moncton
Homelessness Plan held meetings to discuss and exchange data on the current circumstances
facing those who were homeless or at-risk of homelessness in the Greater Moncton area. These
sector groups included: Reintegration; emergency/crisis shelters; outreach/drop-in;
transition/housing; family and parent support; health and well-being; food services. Priorities
identified in Element 5 are those identified by the sector groups and agreed upon by the Greater
Moncton Homelessness Steering Committee.
There was recognition that Greater Moncton has a variety of organization that provide support
and services, and many people (e.g. ex-offenders) come to the city for that reason. Many people,
however, lack a support network (such as family or friends), and often have difficulty navigating
the system. Our goal is to strengthen community linkages in order to increase awareness and
make information on existing programs more readily available to the homeless or at-risk of
homelessness population.
The overall impact on the well being of the community will be increased coordination and
improved information on the homeless or at-risk population so that organizations and agencies
will be able to be more strategic about providing support and services.
d. Funding used
How will your community priority be funded for the next two years?
[ ! ] HPS funding (may also include other, leveraged funding sources)
[

] No HPS funding

e. Activity area
Please select the activity area to which the priority relates by marking an “X” in the
appropriate area. Please note that your priority may apply to more than one area:
[! ] Continuum of Housing and Supports
[ ] Knowledge and Communication (including Data Collection)
[ ] Community Development
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Community Plan Priority # 2
a. Statement of the priority
Please copy the issue statement from Element 4.
Demand for basic services for the homeless and those at-risk in the Greater Moncton area (e.g.
meals, staff to serve meals, shelter spaces) has been steadily increasing over the past few years.
Agencies are increasingly challenged to provide such services. There is a need to provide
continued support for basic services, including finding ways to pool resources, to improve
infrastructure and to better coordinate activities.
b. Focus on the at-risk or homeless population
Of the populations identified in b. and c. in Element 4, will your priority focus on all of
them?
[ ! ] Yes
[

] No - Please describe the groups which your priority will address.

c. Rationale
Please provide the rationale for identifying this issue as a priority for 2007-2009. In the
rationale, please refer to the “Moving Forward” section of your CPA, your updated
Community Profile and the HPS objectives.
Moncton has many centralized health and mental health services for various vulnerable
populations. Many individuals move to the community because of the availability of these
resources. This has had a direct impact on organizations providing basic services such as food
and shelter.
As identified in the “Moving Forward” section of our CPA, some participants expressed concern
regarding the lack of financial resources to maintain present service delivery levels. Statistics
gathered from one soup kitchen and pantry, for example, showed that the number of meals
served increased by 22% from 2003 to 2004. Food banks and shelters rely too heavily on
volunteers because of a lack of resources to hire personnel.
This situation speaks to the importance of pooling resources and coordinating efforts to meet the
existing demand for food and other services in the Greater Moncton area. The overall impact on
the well-being of the community will be basic service provision to the homeless and those at-risk
that is more coordinated and efficient and more sustainable over the long-term.
d. Funding used
How will your community priority be funded for the next two years?
[ ! ] HPS funding (may also include other, leveraged funding sources)
[

] No HPS funding

e. Activity area
Please select the activity area to which the priority relates by marking an “X” in the
appropriate area. Please note that your priority may apply to more than one area:
[! ] Continuum of Housing and Supports
[ ] Knowledge and Communication (including Data Collection)
[ ] Community Development
Community Plan Priority # 3
a. Statement of the priority
Please copy the issue statement from Element 4.
There are very few emergency shelter options in Greater Moncton designed to meet the needs of
women and children except for those fleeing abusive situations. There is also a need for more
longer-term residential options for these populations that are safe and affordable.
b. Focus on the at-risk or homeless population
Of the populations identified in b. and c. in Element 4, will your priority focus on all of
them?
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Community Plan Priority # 3
[ ! ] Yes
[

] No - Please describe the groups which your priority will address.

c. Rationale
Please provide the rationale for identifying this issue as a priority for 2007-2009. In the
rationale, please refer to the “Moving Forward” section of your CPA, your updated
Community Profile and the HPS objectives.
Moncton has many centralized health and mental health services for various vulnerable
populations. Many individuals move to the community because of the availability of these
resources. Current housing resources are insufficient to meet the specialized needs of these
growing populations.
In particular, there are very few emergency shelters in Greater Moncton for women and children,
except for those fleeing abusive situations. Many women do not feel safe staying in shelters
designed for men. As identified in the “Moving Forward” section of our CPA, key areas of
concern, in addition to the lack of shelters designed for women, were the need for ongoing
positive social supports and securing longer-term affordable housing. A need for crisis housing
for teen parents was also identified, since a home for teen parents with 12-15 beds recently
closed.
Developing appropriate supportive housing solutions for this population will reduce the
pressures placed on existing shelters, and will promote greater housing stability for women,
children and families in the Greater Moncton area.
d. Funding used
How will your community priority be funded for the next two years?
[ ! ] HPS funding (may also include other, leveraged funding sources)
[

] No HPS funding

e. Activity area
Please select the activity area to which the priority relates by marking an “X” in the
appropriate area. Please note that your priority may apply to more than one area:
[ ! ] Continuum of Housing and Supports
[ ! ] Knowledge and Communication (including Data Collection)
[ ] Community Development
Community Plan Priority # 4
a. Statement of the priority
Please copy the issue statement from Element 4.
Adult males in Greater Moncton, especially those exiting the correctional system, are challenged
to find accommodations that are adequate and affordable, and that are supported by significant
support services. There is a need to increase the number of adult males moving from the streets
and dependence on government programs to more adequate transitional housing while increasing
their self-sufficiency through in-house support programs.
b. Focus on the at-risk or homeless population
Of the populations identified in b. and c. in Element 4, will your priority focus on all of
them?
[ ! ] Yes
[

] No - Please describe the groups which your priority will address.

c. Rationale
Please provide the rationale for identifying this issue as a priority for 2007-2009. In the
rationale, please refer to the “Moving Forward” section of your CPA, your updated
Community Profile and the HPS objectives.
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Community Plan Priority # 4
Moncton has many centralized health and mental health services for various vulnerable
populations. Many individuals, in particular ex-offenders, move to the community because of the
availability of these resources. Current housing resources are insufficient to meet the specialized
needs of these growing populations.
In addition, as identified in the “Moving Forward” section of our CPA, lack of meaningful
relationships or community connections often place clients at-risk of re-engaging peer
associations that may impede their successful functioning in the community setting. Having
previous involvement with the law often limits both the volunteer and career opportunities for
these individuals. Participants stressed the importance of providing additional opportunities
where clients could establish positive social relationships and receive personal support and
encouragement.
The development of transitional housing for adult males in Greater Moncton, especially those
exiting the correctional system, that includes in-house support programs will help such
individuals to re-integrate into the community, and at the same time, will reduce pressures on
existing emergency housing in the Greater Moncton area.
d. Funding used
How will your community priority be funded for the next two years?
[ ! ] HPS funding (may also include other, leveraged funding sources)
[

] No HPS funding

e. Activity area
Please select the activity area to which the priority relates by marking an “X” in the
appropriate area. Please note that your priority may apply to more than one area:
[! ] Continuum of Housing and Supports
[ ] Knowledge and Communication (including Data Collection)
[ ] Community Development
Community Plan Priority # 5
a. Statement of the priority
Please copy the issue statement from Element 4.
In Greater Moncton, there are youth who are homeless or at-risk of being homeless. There is a
need to increase the quality of the services and programs offered to these individuals. These is
also a need for professional development for staff and outreach workers working with these
individuals as well as a need to enhance the sustainability of the Transition Housing Program for
youth.
b. Focus on the at-risk or homeless population
Of the populations identified in b. and c. in Element 4, will your priority focus on all of
them?
[ ! ] Yes
[

] No - Please describe the groups which your priority will address.

c. Rationale
Please provide the rationale for identifying this issue as a priority for 2007-2009. In the
rationale, please refer to the “Moving Forward” section of your CPA, your updated
Community Profile and the HPS objectives.
Moncton has many centralized health and mental health services for various vulnerable
populations. Many individuals move to the community because of the availability of these
resources. Many of the young people who are homeless or at-risk of homelessness in the Greater
Moncton area face particular health challenges (mental health issues, substance use problems).
There is a need to increase the capacity of both staff and volunteers who work with this
population.
In addition, in terms of housing for youth, 39 individuals applied for the MYR Transitional
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Community Plan Priority # 5
Housing Program in 2005. Of these, 14 youth were accepted into the program and a waiting list
was created. As noted in the “Moving Forward” section of our CPA, agency representatives
indicated that wait time periods might range from a few months to a year.
With respect to extending existing transitional housing capacity, participants asserted the
importance of developing collaborative cross-sector approaches for designing/adapting
residential services and programs to meet the needs of client groups with more complex issues
(e.g., mental health or substance use problems).
Improving supports and services to youth who are homeless or at-risk of homelessness in the
Greater Moncton area will reduce the risk factors for this underserved population, increase
networks and partnerships of agencies that deliver services to this population, and ultimately
decrease the number of youth who are homeless or at-risk of homelessness.
d. Funding used
How will your community priority be funded for the next two years?
[ ! ] HPS funding (may also include other, leveraged funding sources)
[

] No HPS funding

e. Activity area
Please select the activity area to which the priority relates by marking an “X” in the
appropriate area. Please note that your priority may apply to more than one area:
[ ! ] Continuum of Housing and Supports
[! ] Knowledge and Communication (including Data Collection)
[ ] Community Development
Community Plan Priority # 6
a. Statement of the priority
Please copy the issue statement from Element 4.
Homeless people or those at-risk in Greater Moncton often have mental health and/or substance
use problems, and many face extended wait times for services. For example, there is currently a
long waiting list to access the Methadone Maintenance program. There is a need to provide
injection drug users (IDU) with increased access to emergency and transitional programs through
a central entry point as well as to help them stay safe from infectious diseases while they move
from a life of crisis to one of independence.
b. Focus on the at-risk or homeless population
Of the populations identified in b. and c. in Element 4, will your priority focus on all of
them?
[ ! ] Yes
[

] No - Please describe the groups which your priority will address.

c. Rationale
Please provide the rationale for identifying this issue as a priority for 2007-2009. In the
rationale, please refer to the “Moving Forward” section of your CPA, your updated
Community Profile and the HPS objectives.
As indicated in the “Moving Forward” section of our CPA, individuals with mental health and/or
substance use problems in the Greater Moncton area often face extended wait times for
outpatient treatment services, such as accessing the Methadone Maintenance program. Such wait
times often place undue hardships on more vulnerable populations. Individuals may be at
increased risk because of continuing substance use patterns and/or intensifying mental health
conditions. Consequences might subsequently place clients at increased risk of becoming
homeless.
Participants identified the importance of keeping these individuals, in particular injection drug
users (IDUs) safe from infectious diseases, while they wait to access the appropriate health care
service.
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Community Plan Priority # 6
The specific impact on the community will be to provide homeless individuals or those at-risk of
being homeless and who are addicted to substances with an increased access to emergency and
transitional programs including shelters, housing, medical services, addictions treatments,
counselling, literacy and employment programs involving a broad array of community agencies
delivering services to these people.
The intended outcome is to improve the lives of homeless individuals or those at-risk of
becoming homeless and are addicted to substances with a central entry point where they can
learn about other services in community, be referred to those services and stay safe from
infectious diseases particularly HIV/AIDS and which will help them move from a life of crisis to
one of independence.
d. Funding used
How will your community priority be funded for the next two years?
[ ! ] HPS funding (may also include other, leveraged funding sources)
[

] No HPS funding

e. Activity area
Please select the activity area to which the priority relates by marking an “X” in the
appropriate area. Please note that your priority may apply to more than one area:
[ ! ] Continuum of Housing and Supports
[ ] Knowledge and Communication (including Data Collection)
[ ] Community Development
Community Plan Priority # 7
a. Statement of the priority
Please copy the issue statement from Element 4.
There is a need to increase knowledge and information about homelessness in the Greater
Moncton area and, in particular, to raise awareness of policy issues that impact homelessness
among the general population. Increasing awareness of homelessness among the general
population is critical if solutions are to be found.
b. Focus on the at-risk or homeless population
Of the populations identified in b. and c. in Element 4, will your priority focus on all of
them?
[

] Yes N/A

[

] No - Please describe the groups which your priority will address.

c. Rationale
Please provide the rationale for identifying this issue as a priority for 2007-2009. In the
rationale, please refer to the “Moving Forward” section of your CPA, your updated
Community Profile and the HPS objectives.
Our CPA identified several policy issues that potentially impact the homeless or those at-risk in
the Greater Moncton area, in particular, that the current provincial "Residential Tenancy Act"
does not apply to landlords of boarding/rooming houses and that current legislation does not
address or recognize the residential needs of youth aged 16 to 19.
There is a need to raise awareness about homelessness in Greater Moncton, and begin to address
some of these policy issues. The impact of doing so will result in more longer-term and
sustainable solutions to the challenges of homelessness in the Greater Moncton area.
d. Funding used
How will your community priority be funded for the next two years?
[ ! ] HPS funding (may also include other, leveraged funding sources)
[

] No HPS funding

e. Activity area
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Community Plan Priority # 7
Please select the activity area to which the priority relates by marking an “X” in the
appropriate area. Please note that your priority may apply to more than one area:
[ ] Continuum of Housing and Supports
[ ! ] Knowledge and Communication (including Data Collection)
[ ] Community Development

Community Plan Priority # 8
a. Statement of the priority
Please copy the issue statement from Element 4.
There is no fully-functional coordinated and integrated data collection system among Greater
Moncton shelters and food and other service providers. Some shelters have received the HIFIS
system, and are in process of learning it.
b. Focus on the at-risk or homeless population
Of the populations identified in b. and c. in Element 4, will your priority focus on all of
them?
[

] Yes N/A

[

] No - Please describe the groups which your priority will address.

c. Rationale
Please provide the rationale for identifying this issue as a priority for 2007-2009. In the
rationale, please refer to the “Moving Forward” section of your CPA, your updated
Community Profile and the HPS objectives.
The Greater Moncton Homelessness Steering Committee has identified the lack of consistent and
accurate data as a significant issue.
Some shelters have received the HIFIS system, and are in process of learning it. Without
accurate service-use statistics, it is difficult to assess needs, to develop appropriate programming
and to measure progress.
This priority is directly in line with the HPS goal of “strengthening accountability and
measurement” and will provide baseline data for future community planning efforts.
Furthermore, accurate data on shelter use and service provision will be central to the Community
Plan Assessment process, and will support the demonstration of tangible results, as well as
provide the information required by other funders.
Appropriate data collection by shelters and service providers can be used to increase awareness
of issues related to poverty and homelessness in Greater Moncton.
d. Funding used
How will your community priority be funded for the next two years?
[! ] HPS funding (may also include other, leveraged funding sources)
Note: Funding for this priority will come directly from the HIFIS Initiative of the HPS
and will not affect the Greater Moncton Homelessness Steering Committee’s HPI
budget allocations.
[

] No HPS funding

e. Activity area
Please select the activity area to which the priority relates by marking an “X” in the
appropriate area. Please note that your priority may apply to more than one area:
[ ] Continuum of Housing and Supports
[ ! ] Knowledge and Communication (including Data Collection)
[ ] Community Development
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riorities and Related Obng and Supports: Priorities and Related
Objectives
For each of the issues identified as community priorities under the Continuum of Housing and
Supports, please identify the objective(s) and the related outcomes your community plans to
achieve by 2009.
To support your work, you may use Worksheet – E in the Data Tools.
In this section:
6.1.1 is required for priorities your community will fund under the HPS
6.1.2 is optional for priorities your community will not fund under the HPS, but wishes to
include in the Plan.
Two Community Priority tables have been added by default in this section. First, copy and paste
as many tables as you have objectives (grouped according to priority) and then complete the
tables.
CONTINUUM OF HOUSING AND SUPPORTS
6.1.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 1
a. Please state the exact wording of the issue identified as a community priority:
Greater Moncton has a variety of organizations and agencies that provide support and services for
the homeless and those at risk, although many individuals are often challenged in knowing how to
navigate the system. There is a need to strengthen community linkages and to provide more easily
accessible information on services available including addictions treatments programs,
counselling, literacy and employment programs as well as community and government services.
b. Statement of Objective
Please state the objective your community plans to achieve by 2009:
To provide more locations where homeless individuals and those at-risk of becoming homeless
can access information on programs and services, specifically for those living in rural areas.
c. Measurement Strategy
c.1

Indicator(s)
Please identify the specific measure of the progress your community plans to make
toward meeting your objective. Please use the indicators from Annexes C and D in the
Reference Guide as well as any additional indicators which your community has
identified.
Generic indicator 4.2.4 – Number of services offered in the community.
Specific measure:
-Number of resource sites available through the Findingmyway.ca community network
c.2 Data Sources
Please indicate the sources of information that will be used to measure the selected
indicator(s). Please refer to Annexes C and D for suggestions for data sources.
The agency sponsoring the project will provide data on the selected indicator(s).
c.3

Current Situation or Baseline (OPTIONAL)
Please indicate:
a) the current situation or baseline against which you will measure your progress;
and
b) the strategy used to determine your baseline if you do not have a current level:
10 sites available
c.4

Target(s)
Please indicate the specific results you hope to achieve in relation to this objective.
An additional 18 sites will be available by the end of the project including the municipalities of
Dieppe and Riverview and 16 francophone satellite offices located throughout rural Southeastern
New Brunswick.
d. Generic Outcomes
Please select the generic outcome which is related to this objective:
[ ] Reduction of homelessness and transitions to
housing stability

[ ] Social integration
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CONTINUUM OF HOUSING AND SUPPORTS
6.1.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 1
[ ] Prevention of homelessness

[! ] Improvement in service quality or service
capacity

CONTINUUM OF HOUSING AND SUPPORTS
6.1.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 2
a. Please state the exact wording of the issue identified as a community priority:
Demand for basic services for the homeless and those at-risk in the Greater Moncton area (e.g.
meals, staff to serve meals, shelter spaces) has been steadily increasing over the past few years.
Agencies are increasingly challenged to provide such services. There is a need to provide
continued support for basic services, including finding ways to pool resources, to improve
infrastructure and to better coordinate activities.
b. Statement of Objective
Please state the objective your community plans to achieve by 2009:
• To improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the food bank network through the purchase of
one freezer and one refrigerator for the Food Dépot Alimentaire, which currently distributes food
to 23 food banks in the region.
• To improve safety and service and to reduce operating costs in an emergency shelter by
replacing 30 old windows with energy-efficient ones.
c. Measurement Strategy
c.1

Indicator(s)
Please identify the specific measure of the progress your community plans to make
toward meeting your objective. Please use the indicators from Annexes C and D in the
Reference Guide as well as any additional indicators which your community has
identified.
Generic indicator - #4 Capital investments in facilities and additional services
Specific measures:
-Volume of frozen food stored for delivery at beginning, compared to end of project
-Volume of fresh food stored for delivery at beginning, compared to end of project
-Energy consumption at emergency shelter
c.2 Data Sources
Please indicate the sources of information that will be used to measure the selected
indicator(s). Please refer to Annexes C and D for suggestions for data sources.
The agencies sponsoring the projects will provide data on the selected indicator(s).
c.3

Current Situation or Baseline (OPTIONAL)
Please indicate:
a) the current situation or baseline against which you will measure your progress;
and
b) the strategy used to determine your baseline if you do not have a current level:
-90,000 lbs of food distributed monthly to 23 food banks
-30 windows in emergency shelter are old, unsafe
c.4 Target(s)
Please indicate the specific results you hope to achieve in relation to this objective.
-170,000 lbs of food distributed monthly to 23 food banks by end March 2009, and other
agencies when possible
- 30 new energy efficient windows installed
-Reduction of energy consumption at emergency shelter by 25% during life of project
d. Generic Outcomes
Please select the generic outcome which is related to this objective:
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CONTINUUM OF HOUSING AND SUPPORTS
6.1.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 2
[! ] Reduction of homelessness and transitions to

[! ] Social integration

housing stability
[! ] Prevention of homelessness

[! ] Improvement in service quality or service
capacity

CONTINUUM OF HOUSING AND SUPPORTS
6.1.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 3
a. Please state the exact wording of the issue identified as a community priority:
There are very few emergency shelter options in Greater Moncton designed to meet the needs of
women and children except for those fleeing abusive situations. There is also a need for more
longer-term residential options for these populations that are safe and affordable.
b. Statement of Objective
Please state the objective your community plans to achieve by 2009:
• To renovate the second floor of a building to create three transitional units for victims of family
violence and an office where counselling services will be offered to the residents.
• To offer a new program to victims of family violence, which will help them re-integrate into
the workforce.
c. Measurement Strategy
c.1

Indicator(s)
Please identify the specific measure of the progress your community plans to make
toward meeting your objective. Please use the indicators from Annexes C and D in the
Reference Guide as well as any additional indicators which your community has
identified.
Generic indicator - #4 Capital investments in facilities and additional services
Specific measures:
-Number of transitional housing units created
-Number of women completing the new program offered
c.2 Data Sources
Please indicate the sources of information that will be used to measure the selected
indicator(s). Please refer to Annexes C and D for suggestions for data sources.
The agency sponsoring the project will provide data on the selected indicator(s).
c.3

Current Situation or Baseline (OPTIONAL)
Please indicate:
a) the current situation or baseline against which you will measure your progress;
and
b) the strategy used to determine your baseline if you do not have a current level:
There is currently no transitional housing for victims of family violence at this emergency shelter
in rural New Brunswick nor is the proposed program currently offered.
c.4 Target(s)
Please indicate the specific results you hope to achieve in relation to this objective.
-Three transitional housing units created
-Six women completing the new program offered
d. Generic Outcomes
Please select the generic outcome which is related to this objective:
[! ] Reduction of homelessness and transitions to
[! ] Social integration
housing stability
[! ] Prevention of homelessness

[ ] Improvement in service quality or service
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CONTINUUM OF HOUSING AND SUPPORTS
6.1.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 3
capacity

CONTINUUM OF HOUSING AND SUPPORTS
6.1.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 4
a. Please state the exact wording of the issue identified as a community priority:
Adult males in Greater Moncton, especially those exiting the correctional system, are challenged
to find accommodations that are adequate and affordable, and that are supported by significant
support services. There is a need to increase the number of adult males moving from the streets
and dependence on government programs to more adequate transitional housing while increasing
their self-sufficiency through in-house support programs.
b. Statement of Objective
Please state the objective your community plans to achieve by 2009:
• To purchase a building and to renovate it to create 20 one-bedroom self-contained units
transitional housing project in Moncton for adult single males supported by significant support
services.
c. Measurement Strategy
c.1

Indicator(s)
Please identify the specific measure of the progress your community plans to make
toward meeting your objective. Please use the indicators from Annexes C and D in the
Reference Guide as well as any additional indicators which your community has
identified.
Generic indicator - #4 Capital investments in facilities and additional services
Specific measures:
-Number of transitional housing units created
-Number of adult males accessing support services offered at the facility
c.2 Data Sources
Please indicate the sources of information that will be used to measure the selected
indicator(s). Please refer to Annexes C and D for suggestions for data sources.
The agency sponsoring the project will provide data on the selected indicator(s).
c.3

Current Situation or Baseline (OPTIONAL)
Please indicate:
a) the current situation or baseline against which you will measure your progress;
and
b) the strategy used to determine your baseline if you do not have a current level:
The agency currently has no transitional housing units in Greater Moncton.
c.4

Target(s)
Please indicate the specific results you hope to achieve in relation to this objective.
-20 transitional housing units created
-20 adults males accessing support services
d. Generic Outcomes
Please select the generic outcome which is related to this objective:
[! ] Reduction of homelessness and transitions to
[! ] Social integration
housing stability
[! ] Prevention of homelessness

[! ] Improvement in service quality or service
capacity
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CONTINUUM OF HOUSING AND SUPPORTS
6.1.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 5
a. Please state the exact wording of the issue identified as a community priority:
In Greater Moncton, there are youth who are homeless or at-risk of being homeless. There is a
need to increase the quality of the services and programs offered to these individuals. These is
also a need for professional development for staff and outreach workers working with these
individuals as well as a need to enhance the sustainability of the Transition Housing Program for
youth.
b. Statement of Objective
Please state the objective your community plans to achieve by 2009:
• To increase the quality and sustainability of services currently offered to youth in Greater
Moncton through professional development of staff and increased financing for youth
transitional housing.
c. Measurement Strategy
c.1

Indicator(s)
Please identify the specific measure of the progress your community plans to make
toward meeting your objective. Please use the indicators from Annexes C and D in the
Reference Guide as well as any additional indicators which your community has
identified.
Generic indicator – 4.1 Quality of service
Specific measures:
-Number of youth accessing basic Youth Quest services over one-year period
-Number of times services are accessed over one-year period
-Number of information sessions offered to homeless/at risk youth over one-year period
-Number of hours of operation increased by week
-Number of events organized to promote Youth Quest services
-Number of volunteers trained
-Number of new partnerships with local agencies
c.2

Data Sources
Please indicate the sources of information that will be used to measure the selected
indicator(s). Please refer to Annexes C and D for suggestions for data sources.
The agencies sponsoring the projects will provide data on the selected indicator(s).
c.3

Current Situation or Baseline (OPTIONAL)
Please indicate:
a) the current situation or baseline against which you will measure your progress;
and
b) the strategy used to determine your baseline if you do not have a current level:
CURRENT SITUATION?
c.4

Target(s)
Please indicate the specific results you hope to achieve in relation to this objective.
-150 youth accessing basic Youth Quest services over one-year period
-Services are accessed 480 times over one-year period
-25 information sessions offered to homeless/at risk youth over one-year period
-Hours of operation increased by 10 hours per week
-2 events organized to promote Youth Quest services
-20 volunteers trained
-2 new partnerships with local agencies
d. Generic Outcomes
Please select the generic outcome which is related to this objective:
[! ] Reduction of homelessness and transitions to
[! ] Social integration
housing stability
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CONTINUUM OF HOUSING AND SUPPORTS
6.1.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 5
[! ] Prevention of homelessness

[! ] Improvement in service quality or service
capacity

CONTINUUM OF HOUSING AND SUPPORTS
6.1.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 6
a. Please state the exact wording of the issue identified as a community priority:
Homeless people or those at-risk in Greater Moncton often have mental health and/or substance
use problems, and many face extended wait times for services. For example, there is currently a
long waiting list to access the Methadone Maintenance program. There is a need to provide
injection drug users (IDU) with increased access to emergency and transitional programs through
a central entry point as well as to help them stay safe from infectious diseases while they move
from a life of crisis to one of independence.
b. Statement of Objective
Please state the objective your community plans to achieve by 2009:
• To establish a specialized intake and referral system for homeless individuals and those at risk
of becoming homeless and who are addicted to substances as well as to implement a data
collection system and to develop a strategic plan for long-term sustainability of the service.
c. Measurement Strategy
c.1

Indicator(s)
Please identify the specific measure of the progress your community plans to make
toward meeting your objective. Please use the indicators from Annexes C and D in the
Reference Guide as well as any additional indicators which your community has
identified.
Generic indicator – 4.2.4 Number of services offered in the community

Specific measures:
-Number of data collection systems implemented
-Number of comprehensive intake/referral systems developed and implemented
-Number of volunteer training workshops held
-Number of operational policies and procedures manuals developed
-Number of volunteers trained
-Number of meetings of the CAB to monitor program
-Number of vehicles equipped to provide confidential counselling
c.2

Data Sources
Please indicate the sources of information that will be used to measure the selected
indicator(s). Please refer to Annexes C and D for suggestions for data sources.
The agency sponsoring the project will provide data on the selected indicator(s).
c.3

Current Situation or Baseline (OPTIONAL)
Please indicate:
a) the current situation or baseline against which you will measure your progress;
and
b) the strategy used to determine your baseline if you do not have a current level:
This is a new program being offered in Greater Moncton.
c.4

Target(s)
Please indicate the specific results you hope to achieve in relation to this objective.
-1 data collection system implemented
-1 comprehensive intake/referral system developed and implemented
-2-3 volunteer training workshops held
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CONTINUUM OF HOUSING AND SUPPORTS
6.1.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 6
-1 operational policies and procedures manual developed
-20-30 volunteers trained
-Minimum 15 meetings of the CAB to monitor program
-1 vehicle equipped to provide confidential counselling
d. Generic Outcomes
Please select the generic outcome which is related to this objective:
[] Reduction of homelessness and transitions to
housing stability
[] Prevention of homelessness

[] Social integration
[! ] Improvement in service quality or service
capacity
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6.1.2 – Community priorities not funded under the HPS
Note: This Section is optional. We have provided an additional table should your community
wish to include priorities that are not funded under the HPS. Please follow the instructions for
section 6.1 - Continuum of Housing and Supports: Priorities and Related Objectives. If your
community does not identify any priorities not funded under the HPS, please indicate so in the
space below (e.g. ‘We included only our priorities funded under the HPS’) and delete the table.
To support your work, you may use Worksheet – E in the Data Tools.
Only one Community Priority table has been added by default in this section. First, copy and
paste as many tables as you have objectives (grouped according to priority) and then complete
the tables.
CONTINUUM OF HOUSING AND SUPPORTS
6.1.2 – Community Priorities n o t f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 1
a. Please state the exact wording of the issue identified as a community priority:
b. Statement of Objective
Please state the objective your community plans to achieve by 2009:
c. Measurement Strategy
c.1

Indicator(s)
Please identify the specific measure of the progress your community plans to make
toward meeting your specific objective. Please use the indicators from Annexes C and D
in the Reference Guide as well as any additional indicators which your community has
identified.

c.2

Data Sources
Please indicate the sources of information that will be used to measure the selected
indicator(s). Please refer to Annexes C and D for suggestions for data sources.

c.3

Current Situation or Baseline (OPTIONAL)
Please indicate:
a) the current situation or baseline against which you will measure your progress; and
b) the strategy used to determine your baseline if you do not have a current level:

c.4

Target(s)
Please indicate the specific results you hope to achieve in relation to this objective.

d. Generic Outcomes
Please select the generic outcome which is related to this objective:
[ ] Reduction of homelessness and transitions to
housing stability
[ ] Prevention of homelessness

[ ] Social integration
[ ] Improvement in service quality or service
capacity
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6.2 – Knowledge and Communication: Priorities and Related Objectives
For each of the issues identified as community priorities under Knowledge and Communication,
please identify the objective(s) and the related outcomes your community plans to achieve by
2009.
To support your work, you may use Worksheet – E in the Data Tools.
In this section:
6.2.1 is required for priorities your community will fund under the HPS
6.2.2 is optional for priorities your community will not fund under the HPS, but wishes to
include in the Plan.
Only one Community Priority table has been added by default in this section. First, copy and
paste as many tables as you have objectives (grouped according to priority) and then complete
the tables.
KNOWLEDGE AND COMMUNICATION
6.2.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 3
a. Please include below the exact wording of the issue identified as a community priority:
There are very few emergency shelter options in Greater Moncton designed to meet the needs of
women and children except for those fleeing abusive situations. There is also a need for more
longer-term residential options for these populations that are safe and affordable.
b. Statement of Objective
Please state the objective your community plans to achieve by 2009:
• To carry out feasibility study and business case analysis that will determine the housing needs
of homeless women or those at-risk in Greater moncton.
c. Measurement Strategy
c.1

Indicator(s)
Please identify the specific measure of the progress your community plans to make
toward meeting your objective. Please use the indicators from Annex D in the Reference
Guide as well as any additional indicators which your community has identified.
Generic indicator – D-8 Number of needs assessments carried out in the community during
Phase III in the homeless population
Specific measures:
-Number of needs assessment carried out
c.2 Data Sources
Please indicate the sources of information that will be used to measure the selected
indicator(s). Please refer to Annex D for suggestions for data sources.
The agency sponsoring the project will provide data on the selected indicator(s).
c.3

Target(s) if applicable
Please indicate the specific results you hope to achieve in relation to this objective.
One feasibility study that will provide a better measure and definition of the housing needs of
homeless women or those at-risk of becoming homeless in Greater Moncton. This is envisioned
as a first step in the creational of a 36-transitional housing unit project.
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KNOWLEDGE AND COMMUNICATION
6.2.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 5
a. Please include below the exact wording of the issue identified as a community priority:
In Greater Moncton, there are youth who are homeless or at-risk of being homeless. There is a
need to increase the quality of the services and programs offered to these individuals. These is
also a need for professional development for staff and outreach workers working with these
individuals as well as a need to enhance the sustainability of the Transition Housing Program for
youth.
b. Statement of Objective
Please state the objective your community plans to achieve by 2009:
• To increase the quality and sustainability of services currently offered to youth in Greater
Moncton through professional development of staff.
c. Measurement Strategy
c.1

Indicator(s)
Please identify the specific measure of the progress your community plans to make
toward meeting your objective. Please use the indicators from Annex D in the Reference
Guide as well as any additional indicators which your community has identified.
Generic indicator – 4.1 Quality of service
Specific measures:
-Number of educational conferences/training sessions attended by staff
c.2 Data Sources
Please indicate the sources of information that will be used to measure the selected
indicator(s). Please refer to Annex D for suggestions for data sources.
The agency sponsoring the project will provide data on the selected indicator(s).
c.3

Target(s) if applicable
Please indicate the specific results you hope to achieve in relation to this objective.
-2 staff will attend educational conferences/training sessions twice
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KNOWLEDGE AND COMMUNICATION
6.2.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 7
a. Please include below the exact wording of the issue identified as a community priority:
There is a need to increase knowledge and information about homelessness in the Greater
Moncton area and, in particular, to raise awareness of policy issues that impact homelessness
among the general population. Increasing awareness of homelessness among the general
population is critical if solutions are to be found.
b. Statement of Objective
Please state the objective your community plans to achieve by 2009:
• To contract a CDO to assist the GMHSC and community agencies to better capture and report
on tangible results that prevent and reduce homelessness.
c. Measurement Strategy
c.1

Indicator(s)
Please identify the specific measure of the progress your community plans to make
toward meeting your objective. Please use the indicators from Annex D in the Reference
Guide as well as any additional indicators which your community has identified.
Generic indicator – D-9 Number of events organized; number of articles; number of fact sheets;
number of community forums on issues related to homelessness.
Specific measures:
-Number of events organized
-Number of articles in newspapers, interviews with radio/tv
-Number of fact sheets produced
-Number of community forums on issues related to homelessness
-Number of documents updated for the GMHSC
-Number of GMHSC participants using new Evaluation tools to capture their data
c.2

Data Sources
Please indicate the sources of information that will be used to measure the selected
indicator(s). Please refer to Annex D for suggestions for data sources.
The agency sponsoring the project will provide data on the selected indicator(s).
c.3

Target(s) if applicable
Please indicate the specific results you hope to achieve in relation to this objective.
-17 monthly meetings organized
-12 articles in newspapers, interviews with radio/tv
-2 fact sheets produced, in both official languages
-1 community forum on issues related to homelessness
-2 (CPU fall 2007; CPA spring 2009) documents updated for the GMHSC
-Number of GMHSC participants using new Evaluation tools to capture their data

KNOWLEDGE AND COMMUNICATION
6.2.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 8
a. Please include below the exact wording of the issue identified as a community priority:
There is no fully-functional coordinated and integrated data collection system among Greater
Moncton shelters and food and other service providers. Some shelters have received the HIFIS
system, and are in process of learning it.
b. Statement of Objective
Please state the objective your community plans to achieve by 2009:
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KNOWLEDGE AND COMMUNICATION
6.2.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 8
• To implement HIFIS within the two largest Greater Moncton shelters by 2009.
c. Measurement Strategy
c.1

Indicator(s)
Please identify the specific measure of the progress your community plans to make
toward meeting your objective. Please use the indicators from Annex D in the Reference
Guide as well as any additional indicators which your community has identified.
-Increase in use of HIFIS in the community
-Number of shelter staff trained to use the HIFIS software
-Number of data exports to the HIFIS Community Coordinator
c.2 Data Sources
Please indicate the sources of information that will be used to measure the selected
indicator(s). Please refer to Annex D for suggestions for data sources.
The HIFIS Community Coordinator (see Element 8.2.1 – Implementation Strategy for this
priority) will be responsible for measuring and reporting to the HP Secretariat on the selected
indicators.
c.3 Target(s) if applicable
Please indicate the specific results you hope to achieve in relation to this objective.
-2 largest Greater Moncton shelters to be using HIFIS by February 1, 2009
-2 largest Greater Moncton shelters to be exporting data to the HIFIS Community Coordinator by
April 1, 2009
-Publication of the first community report on homelessness including HIFIS data on April 1,
2009
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6.2.2 – Community Priorities not funded under the HPS
Note: This Section is optional. We have provided an additional table should your community
wish to include priorities that are not funded under the HPS. Please follow the instructions for
section 6.2 – Knowledge and Communication: Priorities and Related Objectives. If your
community does not identify any priorities not funded under the HPS, please indicate so in the
space below (e.g. ‘We included only our priorities funded under the HPS’) and delete the table.
To support your work, you may use Worksheet – E in the Data Tools.
Only one Community Priority table has been added by default in this section. First, copy and
paste as many tables as you have objectives (grouped according to priority) and then complete
the tables.
KNOWLEDGE AND COMMUNICATION
6.2.2 – Community Priorities n o t f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 1
a. Please state the exact wording of the issue identified as a community priority:
b. Statement of Objective
Please state the objective your community plans to achieve by 2009:
c. Measurement Strategy
c.1

Indicator(s)
Please identify the specific measure of the progress your community plans to make
toward meeting your objective. Please use the indicators from Annex D in the Reference
Guide as well as any additional indicators which your community has identified.

c.2

Data Sources
Please indicate the sources of information that will be used to measure the selected
indicator(s). Please refer to Annex D for suggestions for data sources.

c.3

Target(s) if applicable
Please indicate the specific results you hope to achieve in relation to this objective.
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6.3 – Community Development: Priorities and Related Objectives
For each of the issues identified as community priorities under Community Development, please
identify the objective(s) and the related outcomes your community plans to achieve by 2009.
To support your work, you may use Worksheet – E in the Data Tools.
In this section:
6.3.1 is required for priorities your community will fund under the HPS
6.3.2 is optional for priorities your community will not fund under the HPS, but wishes to
include in the Plan.
Only one Community Priority table has been added by default in this section. First, copy and
paste as many tables as you have objectives (grouped according to priority) and then complete
the tables.
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
6.3.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
a. Please state the exact wording of the issue identified as a community priority:
b. Statement of Objective
Please state the objective your community plans to achieve by 2009:
c. Measurement Strategy
c.1

Indicator(s)
Please identify the specific measure of the progress your community plans to make
toward meeting your objective. Please use the indicators from Annex D in the Reference
Guide as well as any additional indicators which your community has identified.

c.2

Data Sources
Please indicate the sources of information that will be used to measure the selected
indicator(s). Please refer to Annex D for suggestions for data sources.

c.3

Target(s) if applicable
Please indicate the specific results you hope to achieve in relation to this objective.
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6.3.2 – Community Priorities not funded under the HPS
Note: This Section is optional. We have provided an additional table should your community
wish to include priorities that are not funded under the HPS. Please follow the instructions for
section 6.3 – Community Development: Priorities and Related Objectives. If your community
does not identify any priorities not funded under the HPS, please indicate so in the space below
(e.g. ‘We included only our priorities funded under the HPS’) and delete the table.
To support your work, you may use Worksheet – E in the Data Tools.
Only one Community Priority table has been added by default in this section. First, copy and
paste as many tables as you have objectives (grouped according to priority) and then complete
the tables.
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
6.3.2 – Community Priorities n o t f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 1
a. Please state the exact wording of the issue identified as a community priority:
b. Statement of Objective
Please state the objective your community plans to achieve by 2009:
c. Measurement Strategy
c.1

Indicator(s)
Please identify the specific measure of the progress your community plans to make
toward meeting your objective. Please use the indicators from Annex D in the Reference
Guide as well as any additional indicators which your community has identified.

c.2

Data Sources
Please indicate the sources of information that will be used to measure the selected
indicator(s). Please refer to Annex D for suggestions for data sources.

c.3

Target(s) if applicable
Please indicate the specific results you hope to achieve in relation to this objective.
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Element 7 – HPS GENERIC OUTCOMES
There are four groups of HPS Generic Outcomes:
1) Reduction of homelessness and transition to housing stability
2) Prevention of homelessness
3) Social integration
4) Improvement in service quality or service capacity
Please complete the Baseline and Target columns of this table. The targets are for the
community-level outcomes your community expects to achieve by 2009. Note that Baseline data
is not required for all the outcomes.
HPS Generic Outcome #1:
Reduction of homelessness and transitions to housing stability

Indicators

1.1

Shelter use

1.1.1

Number of different people using
shelters
Average length of stay in shelters
Occupancy rate of shelter beds

1.1.2
1.1.3

First Measurement
Period

Second Measurement
Period

(Nov 1, 2007 –
Feb 29, 2008)

(Nov 1, 2008 –
Feb 28, 2009)

HPS Generic Outcome #1:
Reduction of homelessness and transitions to housing stability

Indicators

1.2

Changes in housing status

1.2.1

Transitions in housing status:
Number of individuals who have
moved from homelessness toward
greater housing stability
Housing maintenance: Number of
individuals (from 1.2.1) who have
maintained their housing for a 3month follow-up period after
receiving housing placement
services

1.2.2

Current Situation or
Baseline

Target

(April 1, 2006 –
March 31, 2007)

(April 1, 2007 –
March 31, 2009)

Current Situation or
Baseline

Target

(April 1, 2006 –
March 31, 2007)

(April 1, 2007 –
March 31, 2009)

HPS Generic Outcome #2:
Prevention of Homelessness

Indicators

2.1

Housing Retention

2.1.1

Number of individuals who have
retained their housing for a 3-month
follow-up period after receiving
housing loss prevention services

2.2

Housing placement

2.2.1

Transitions in housing status:
Number of individuals who have
experienced transitions toward
greater housing stability as a result
of housing placement services prior
to discharge into the community from
a health facility, the criminal justice
system, or the child welfare system.
Housing maintenance: Number of
individuals (from 2.2.1) who have
maintained their housing for a 3month follow-up period after
receiving housing placement
services

2.2.2
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HPS Generic Outcome #3:
Social Integration

Indicators

3.1

Changes in income

3.1.1

Number of individuals whose income
improved due to receiving relevant
services

3.2

Changes in employment status

3.2.1

Number of individuals whose
employment status improved due to
receiving relevant services

3.3

Participation in volunteer work

3.3.1

Number of individuals going from
non-participation to participation in
volunteer work due to receiving
relevant services

3.4

Participation in education

3.4.1

Number of individuals whose
educational attainment improved due
to receiving relevant services

Current Situation or
Baseline

Target

(April 1, 2006 –
March 31, 2007)

(April 1, 2007 –
March 31, 2009)

HPS Generic Outcome #4:
Improvement in service quality or service capacity

Indicators

Current
Situation or
Baseline

Target
(April 1, 2007 –
March 31, 2009)
Number of
Number of
beds/units
beds/units
renovated or
added
improved

(March 31, 2007)
Number of
beds/units
4.1

Service Quality/
Service Capacity
Beds

4.1.1
4.1.2
4.1.3

Units

Beds

Units

Beds

Units

Number of emergency shelter
beds and mats
Number of transitional housing
beds and units
Number of supportive housing
beds and units

HPS Generic Outcome #4:
Improvement in service quality or service capacity

Indicators

Current Situation or
Baseline
(March 31, 2007)

4.1

Target
(April 1, 2007 –
March 31, 2009)

Service Quality/
Service Capacity
Number of Services added

4.1.4

Number of services offered in the
community
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Component Four: Implementation Strategies
Element 8– IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES FOR THE
COMMUNITY PRIORITIES
8.1 – Continuum of Housing and Supports: Priorities and Related
Strategies
For each objective in the Continuum of Housing and Supports, please identify the strategies that
your community will implement in the course of the next two years to achieve the planned
outcomes.
In this section:
8.1.1 is required for priorities your community will fund under the HPS
8.1.2 is optional for priorities your community will not fund under the HPS, but wishes to
include in the Plan.
Two Community Priority tables have been added by default in this section. First, copy and paste
as many tables as you have objectives (grouped according to priority) and then complete the
tables.
CONTINUUM OF HOUSING AND SUPPORTS
8.1.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 1
a. Please state the exact wording of the community priority and related objective:
•

Priority: Greater Moncton has a variety of organizations and agencies that provide
support and services for the homeless and those at risk, although many individuals are
often challenged in knowing how to navigate the system. There is a need to strengthen
community linkages and to provide more easily accessible information on services
available including addictions treatments programs, counselling, literacy and employment
programs as well as community and government services.

•

Objective: To provide more locations where homeless individuals and those at-risk of
becoming homeless can access information on programs and services, specifically for
those living in rural areas.

b. Please describe the programs, services or activities your community intends to develop or
enhance to meet this objective and achieve the expected outcome.
• 18 new locations including the municipalities of Dieppe and Riverview and 16
francophone satellite offices located throughout rural south-eastern New Brunswick will
be added to the existing FindMyWay network.
• Complete business/private sector community scan to uncover existing resources/services
that business/private sector can donate to ‘FindMyWay.ca’ to create partnership ‘network
of assistance’ within this sector
• Organization of three training forum to accommodate participation from all new sites
• Produce orientation training manuals in both official language
• Preparation, translation, printing and distribution of 4,000 brochures, 15 posters and
2,000 business cards
• Official launching of 18 new locations on July 4, 2008
c. Please identify the sectors in your community that will potentially be involved in the
implementation of this strategy, and the expected relationships among these sectors. To
support your work, you may use Worksheet - F in the Data Tools.
(Sector refers to: the various levels of government, Aboriginal communities or organizations,
homelessness agencies, mainstream agencies, private sector, etc. For types of relationships,
please refer to the definitions in Annex A).
• Volunteer Centre of Southeastern New Brunswick Inc.
• 18 new partnerships with local Community Resource Centres
• Broadening of leadership with all stakeholders in Greater Moncton
d. Please indicate what proportion of your HPS funding will be allocated to the implementation
strategy under this objective. (This information will also be in Table G.2 in the Data Tools.)
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CONTINUUM OF HOUSING AND SUPPORTS
8.1.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 1
•

•

Total HPS funding that your community will allocate to total projects
o HPI Designated communities: $ 550,456
o HPI Aboriginal partnerships: $ 130,666
Amount and percentage of the HPS funding allocated to this objective
o HPI Designated communities
! $69,644
!
13%
o HPI Aboriginal partnerships
! $
!
%

e. Please identify any other sources of financial or in-kind support that will be invested for this
objective:
Correctional Services of Canada, Centre D’apprentissage communautaire du Sud-Est Inc.,
Teamworks media, Ville de Dieppe, Town of Riverview, United Way
CONTINUUM OF HOUSING AND SUPPORTS
8.1.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 2
a. Please state the exact wording of the community priority and related objective:
•

Priority: Demand for basic services for the homeless and those at-risk in the Greater
Moncton area (e.g. meals, staff to serve meals, shelter spaces) has been steadily
increasing over the past few years. Agencies are increasingly challenged to provide such
services. There is a need to provide continued support for basic services, including
finding ways to pool resources, to improve infrastructure and to better coordinate
activities.

•

Objective: To improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the food bank network through
the purchase of one freezer and one refrigerator for the Food Dépot Alimentaire, which
currently distributes food to 23 food banks in the region.
To improve safety and service and to reduce operating costs in an emergency shelter by
replacing 30 old windows with energy-efficient ones.

b. Please describe the programs, services or activities your community intends to develop or
enhance to meet this objective and achieve the expected outcome.
• Purchase of a freezer for food being stored in Food Dépot Alimentaire’s warehouse while
waiting for distribution to 23 food banks
• Purchase of a refrigerator for food being stored in Food Dépot Alimentaire’s warehouse
while waiting for distribution to 23 food banks
• Replace 30 old windows in Nazareth House (shelter) with 30 energy-efficient windows
c. Please identify the sectors in your community that will potentially be involved in the
implementation of this strategy, and the expected relationships among these sectors. To
support your work, you may use Worksheet - F in the Data Tools.
(Sector refers to: the various levels of government, Aboriginal communities or organizations,
homelessness agencies, mainstream agencies, private sector, etc. For types of relationships,
please refer to the definitions in Annex A).
• Private sector company selling freezer and refrigerator
d. Please indicate what proportion of your HPS funding will be allocated to the implementation
strategy under this objective. (This information will also be in Table G.2 in the Data Tools.)
•

Total HPS funding that your community will allocate to total projects
o HPI Designated communities: $ 550,456
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CONTINUUM OF HOUSING AND SUPPORTS
8.1.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 2
o HPI Aboriginal partnerships: $ 130,666
• Amount and percentage of the HPS funding allocated to this objective
o HPI Designated communities
! $89,121
!
16.5%
o HPI Aboriginal partnerships
! $
!
%
e. Please identify any other sources of financial or in-kind support that will be invested for this
objective:
Riverview Plaza Ltd. is covering 50% of the cost of both the freezer and refrigerator.
Nazareth House is covering 50% of cost of installation of windows.
CONTINUUM OF HOUSING AND SUPPORTS
8.1.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 3
a. Please state the exact wording of the community priority and related objective:
•

Priority: There are very few emergency shelter options in Greater Moncton designed to
meet the needs of women and children except for those fleeing abusive situations. There
is also a need for more longer-term residential options for these populations that are safe
and affordable.

•

Objective: To renovate the second floor of a building to create three transitional units for
victims of family violence and an office where counselling services will be offered to the
residents.
To offer a new program to victims of family violence, which will help them re-integrate
into the workforce.

b. Please describe the programs, services or activities your community intends to develop or
enhance to meet this objective and achieve the expected outcome.
• Renovate the second floor of the emergency shelter for victims of family violence in Kent
county (Centre de Prévention de la Violence familiale de Kent) to create three transitional
housing units for women and their children and one counselling office
• Purchase furniture for three units
• Carry out media publicity for the opening of the 2nd Storey Residence
• Establish a new program (“Plan d’action pour vivre une vie sans violence”) for those
living in the three transitional housing units
c. Please identify the sectors in your community that will potentially be involved in the
implementation of this strategy, and the expected relationships among these sectors. To
support your work, you may use Worksheet - F in the Data Tools.
(Sector refers to: the various levels of government, Aboriginal communities or organizations,
homelessness agencies, mainstream agencies, private sector, etc. For types of relationships,
please refer to the definitions in Annex A).
• Provincial government
• Co-operative sector
• General public through media etc
d. Please indicate what proportion of your HPS funding will be allocated to the implementation
strategy under this objective. (This information will also be in Table G.2 in the Data Tools.)
•

•

Total HPS funding that your community will allocate to total projects
o HPI Designated communities: $ 550,456
o HPI Aboriginal partnerships: $ 130,666
Amount and percentage of the HPS funding allocated to this objective
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CONTINUUM OF HOUSING AND SUPPORTS
8.1.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 3
o NOTE: THIS PRIORITY IS FUNDED UNDER Outreach Component
! $76,348
!
49.9%
o HPI Aboriginal partnerships
! $
!
%
e. Please identify any other sources of financial or in-kind support that will be invested for this
objective:
Province of New Brunswick (regional development, housing sector), Co-op de Bouctouche

CONTINUUM OF HOUSING AND SUPPORTS
8.1.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 4
a. Please state the exact wording of the community priority and related objective:
•

Priority: Adult males in Greater Moncton, especially those exiting the correctional
system, are challenged to find accommodations that are adequate and affordable, and that
are supported by significant support services. There is a need to increase the number of
adult males moving from the streets and dependence on government programs to more
adequate transitional housing while increasing their self-sufficiency through in-house
support programs.

•

Objective: To purchase a building and to renovate it to create 20 one-bedroom selfcontained units transitional housing project in Moncton for adult single males supported
by significant support services.

b. Please describe the programs, services or activities your community intends to develop or
enhance to meet this objective and achieve the expected outcome.
• Renovate 13,000 square feet of Union Centre building to add 20 transitional units for
homeless adult males; renovations to be completed by August 29, 2008
• Purchase furniture for 20 units
• Establish full complement of in-house support services for 20 male residents
c. Please identify the sectors in your community that will potentially be involved in the
implementation of this strategy, and the expected relationships among these sectors. To
support your work, you may use Worksheet - F in the Data Tools.
(Sector refers to: the various levels of government, Aboriginal communities or organizations,
homelessness agencies, mainstream agencies, private sector, etc. For types of relationships,
please refer to the definitions in Annex A).
• Government, including Correctional system, Affordable Housing Program
• Canadian Housing Mortgage Corporation
• General public through John Howard Society capital campaign
d. Please indicate what proportion of your HPS funding will be allocated to the implementation
strategy under this objective. (This information will also be in Table G.2 in the Data Tools.)
•

•

Total HPS funding that your community will allocate to total projects
o HPI Designated communities: $ 550,456
o HPI Aboriginal partnerships: $ 130,666
Amount and percentage of the HPS funding allocated to this objective
o HPI Designated communities
! $ 50,000
!
9.1%
o HPI Aboriginal partnerships
! $
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CONTINUUM OF HOUSING AND SUPPORTS
8.1.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 4
!
%
e. Please identify any other sources of financial or in-kind support that will be invested for this
objective:
Family & Community Services (Affordable Housing Renovations Fund); Canadian Housing
Mortgage Corporation.
CONTINUUM OF HOUSING AND SUPPORTS
8.1.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 5
a. Please state the exact wording of the community priority and related objective:
•

Priority: In Greater Moncton, there are youth who are homeless or at-risk of being
homeless. There is a need to increase the quality of the services and programs offered to
these individuals. These is also a need for professional development for staff and
outreach workers working with these individuals as well as a need to enhance the
sustainability of the Transition Housing Program for youth.

•

Objective: To increase the quality and sustainability of services currently offered to
youth in Greater Moncton through professional development of staff and increased
financing for youth transitional housing.

b. Please describe the programs, services or activities your community intends to develop or
enhance to meet this objective and achieve the expected outcome.
• Increase the hours of operation of Youth QUEST Central by 10 hours per week, to
increase the number of youth accessing the service
• Organize a minimum of two events to advertise and promote Youth QUEST Central
• Recruit and train minimum of 20 volunteers
• Organize minimum of four meetings with other potential community partners and
encourage them to use Youth QUEST Central to meet their clients
• Organize 25 information sessions for youth at risk over 12 month period
• Establish new partnerships with agencies offering medical, dental and legal services in
order to provide these types of services to youth coming to Youth QUEST Central
• Include youth in planning activities/information sessions at Youth QUEST Central
• Two staff of Moncton Youth Residences Inc. Development Office will attend a minimum
of two training sessions or conferences on fundraising techniques. They will also develop
donor recognition program; develop and implement quarterly newsletter for donors and
stakeholders; develop at least one new fundraising activity; solicit a minimum of 15 new
donors to give to the Annual Campaign; produce the Annual Report.
• Hire two staff for the Moncton Youth Residences Transitional Housing program for
youth in order to enhance the sustainability of this program. Staff will manage admission
process; manage rental income; develop Directional Plans with participating youth and
update on regular basis; prepare and complete referrals made to other youth services;
assist youth to secure their own independent living quarters near the completion of their
Directional Plan; help to organize transition to After Care Program; develop Relocation
Plan.
• YMCA ReConnect outreach workers will provide youth and adults who are homeless or
at-risk of being homeless with knowledge of available resources and support in accessing
them. Specifically, they will further develop the “Game of Street Life” event (a life-sized
educational tool developed in the spring of 2007 Homeless Hotel Awareness and
fundraising event) to raise homelessness issues in Greater Moncton and seek corporate
sponsorship; deliver and track presentations of “Game of Street Life” to all sectors of the
community, with focus on faith communities; hospitals, mental health and addictions
services; sustain and grow the number of businesses offering job opportunities; identify
job skills training available locally and regionally; create a multi-disciplinary advisory
team (mental health, additions, social work, counsellors) to support staff and consult on
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CONTINUUM OF HOUSING AND SUPPORTS
8.1.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 5
interventions; track data on client intake, type of interventions etc.
c. Please identify the sectors in your community that will potentially be involved in the
implementation of this strategy, and the expected relationships among these sectors. To
support your work, you may use Worksheet - F in the Data Tools.
(Sector refers to: the various levels of government, Aboriginal communities or organizations,
homelessness agencies, mainstream agencies, private sector, etc. For types of relationships,
please refer to the definitions in Annex A).
Private sector, Foundation, general public, government agencies delivering services (e.g. mental
health, addictions, counselling)
d. Please indicate what proportion of your HPS funding will be allocated to the implementation
strategy under this objective. (This information will also be in Table G.2 in the Data Tools.)
•

•

Total HPS funding that your community will allocate to total projects
o HPI Designated communities: $ 550,456
o HPI Aboriginal partnerships: $ 130,666
Amount and percentage of the HPS funding allocated to this objective
o HPI Designated communities
! $172,475
!
31%
o HPI Aboriginal partnerships
! $
!
%

e. Please identify any other sources of financial or in-kind support that will be invested for this
objective:
IWK Foundation, YMCA, general public through Capital Campaign fundraising, media articles,
outreach etc
CONTINUUM OF HOUSING AND SUPPORTS
8.1.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 6
a. Please state the exact wording of the community priority and related objective:
•

Priority: Homeless people or those at-risk in Greater Moncton often have mental health
and/or substance use problems, and many face extended wait times for services. For
example, there is currently a long waiting list to access the Methadone Maintenance
program. There is a need to provide injection drug users (IDU) with increased access to
emergency and transitional programs through a central entry point as well as to help them
stay safe from infectious diseases while they move from a life of crisis to one of
independence.

•

Objective: • To establish a specialized intake and referral system for homeless
individuals and those at risk of becoming homeless and who are addicted to substances as
well as to implement a data collection system and to develop a strategic plan for longterm sustainability of the service.

b. Please describe the programs, services or activities your community intends to develop or
enhance to meet this objective and achieve the expected outcome.
• Develop and implement a comprehensive intake and referral system that gives increased
access to emergency and transitional services to homeless individuals who are addicted to
substances in the community;
• Implement the data collection system and monitor outcomes and prepare written reports on
key findings;
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CONTINUUM OF HOUSING AND SUPPORTS
8.1.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 6
• Develop, implement and pilot test and revise a volunteer training program; train a pool of
volunteers;
• Secure and retrofit the new vehicle to accommodate the delivery of basic counselling,
referrals and health services;
• Monitor and evaluate the operations of the Mobile Support Services Program and make
changes as appropriate; refine the policy manual;
• Evaluate the ways and means to slowly grow the program so that it will eventually take
into the City of Dieppe and the Town of Riverview;
• Foster partnerships and increase the involvement of other community/government agencies
and businesses;
• Develop a strategic plan for the long term sustainability of the Mobile Support Services
Program;
• Provide services such as counselling and referrals to other basic health services to those
who are homeless or those at-risk of becoming homeless and who are addicted to substances.
c. Please identify the sectors in your community that will potentially be involved in the
implementation of this strategy, and the expected relationships among these sectors. To
support your work, you may use Worksheet – F in the Data Tools.
(Sector refers to: the various levels of government, Aboriginal communities or organizations,
homelessness agencies, mainstream agencies, private sector, etc. For types of relationships,
please refer to the definitions in Annex A).
• Provincial government agencies that deliver various health care services
• Provincial health corporations
• Municipal governments
• RCMP
• Universities
• Other non-profit organizations
• Individuals
d. Please indicate what proportion of your HPS funding will be allocated to the implementation
strategy under this objective. (This information will also be in Table G.2 in the Data Tools.)
•

•

Total HPS funding that your community will allocate to total projects
o HPI Designated communities: $ 550,456
o HPI Aboriginal partnerships: $ 103,769
Amount and percentage of the HPS funding allocated to this objective
o HPI Designated communities
! $ 103,769
!
19%
o HPI Aboriginal partnerships
! $
!
%

e. Please identify any other sources of financial or in-kind support that will be invested for this
objective:
SIDA/AIDS Moncton Inc.; Moncton Public Health; UNB Moncton-Nursing Faculty; Codiac
RCMP; NB Public Health; Addiction Services; Université de Moncton Nursing Faculty; Dr
Susan Crouse; John Howard Society; Elizabeth Fry Society; Beauséjour Health Corporation
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8.1.2 – Community priorities not funded under the HPS
Note: This Section is optional. We have provided an additional table should your community
wish to include priorities and related objectives not funded under the HPS in the Plan. Please
follow the instructions for section 8.1 - Continuum of Housing and Supports: Priorities and
Related Strategies. If your community does not identify any priorities and objectives not funded
under the HPS, please indicate so in the space below (e.g. ‘We included only our priorities
funded under the HPS’) and delete the table.
Only one Community Priority table has been added by default in the Framework. First, copy and
paste as many tables as you have objectives (grouped according to priority) and then complete
the tables.
CONTINUUM OF HOUSING AND SUPPORTS
8.1.2 – Community Priorities n o t f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 1
a. Please state the exact wording of the community priority and related objective:
•

Priority:

•

Objective:

b. Please describe the programs, services or activities your community intends to develop or
enhance to meet this objective and achieve the expected outcome.

c. Please identify the sectors in your community that will potentially be involved in the
implementation of this strategy, and the expected relationships among these sectors. To
support your work, you may use Worksheet - F in the Data Tools.
(Sector refers to: the various levels of government, Aboriginal communities or organizations,
homelessness agencies, mainstream agencies, private sector, etc. For types of relationships,
please refer to the definitions in Annex A).

d. Please identify the sources of financial support that will be invested for this objective:
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8.2 – Knowledge and Communication: Priorities and Related Strategies
For each objective under Knowledge and Communication, please identify the strategies that your
community will implement in the course of the next two years to achieve the planned outcomes.
In this section:
8.2.1 is required for priorities your community will fund under the HPS
8.2.2 is optional for priorities your community will not fund under the HPS, but wishes to
include in the Plan.
Only one Community Priority table has been added by default in this section. First, copy and
paste as many tables as you have objectives (grouped according to priority) and then complete
the tables.
KNOWLEDGE AND COMMUNICATION
8.2.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 3
a. Please state the exact wording of the community priority and related objective:
•

Priority: There are very few emergency shelter options in Greater Moncton designed to
meet the needs of women and children except for those fleeing abusive situations. There
is also a need for more longer-term residential options for these populations that are safe
and affordable.

•

Objective: To carry out feasibility study and business case analysis that will determine
the housing needs of homeless women or those at-risk in Greater Moncton.

b. Please describe the programs, services or activities your community intends to develop or
enhance to meet this objective and achieve the expected outcome.
• Identify and hire consultant group to carry out a feasibility study for transitional housing
in Greater Moncton. Consultants will survey client needs and develop model.
• Community Forum to launch monthly data collection
• Final report presentation to Safe Housing Committee of the YWCA and Service Canada
slated for February 2008
c. Please identify the sectors in your community that will be potentially involved in the
implementation of this strategy and the expected relationships among these sectors. To
support your work, you may use Worksheet – F in the Data Tools.
(Sector refers to: the various levels of government, Aboriginal communities or organizations,
homelessness agencies, mainstream agencies, private sector, etc. For types of relationships,
please refer to the definitions in Annex A).
• All sectors
d. Please indicate what proportion of your HPS funding will be allocated to the implementation
strategy under this objective (This information will also be in Table G.2 in the Data Tools.):
•

•

Total HPS funding that your community will allocate to total projects
o HPI Designated communities: $ 550,456
o HPI Aboriginal partnerships: $ 130,666
Amount and percentage of the HPS funding allocated to this objective
o HPI Designated communities
! $ 14,340
!
2.6%
o HPI Aboriginal partnerships
! $
!
%

e. Please identify any other sources of financial or in-kind support that will be invested for this
objective:
YWCA, United Way
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KNOWLEDGE AND COMMUNICATION
8.2.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 7
a. Please state the exact wording of the community priority and related objective:
•

Priority: There is a need to increase knowledge and information about homelessness in
the Greater Moncton area and, in particular, to raise awareness of policy issues that
impact homelessness among the general population. Increasing awareness of
homelessness among the general population is critical if solutions are to be found.

•

Objective: To contract a CDO to assist the GMHSC and community agencies to better
capture and report on tangible results that prevent and reduce homelessness.

b. Please describe the programs, services or activities your community intends to develop or
enhance to meet this objective and achieve the expected outcome.
The CDO will lead or support the following activities:
• Complete Community Plan update
• Facilitate GMHSC monthly meetings and coordinate related activities
• Assist organization with implement of approved HPS sponsored projects
• Facilitate seven Sector Group meetings and coordinate related reports
• Organize/facilitate workshops, conferences or other relevant learning opportunities on
homelessness
• Facilitate communication among Committee members about homelessness issues
• Facilitate communication between GMHSC and key partners, the media and the general
public
• Create and implement a communications strategy targeting the general public to increase
awareness about homelessness
• Create and implement a strategy targeting policy-makers around legislation related to
homelessness in Greater Moncton
• Complete 2007-09 Community Plan Assessment
c. Please identify the sectors in your community that will be potentially involved in the
implementation of this strategy and the expected relationships among these sectors. To
support your work, you may use Worksheet – F in the Data Tools.
(Sector refers to: the various levels of government, Aboriginal communities or organizations,
homelessness agencies, mainstream agencies, private sector, etc. For types of relationships,
please refer to the definitions in Annex A).
• All sectors
d. Please indicate what proportion of your HPS funding will be allocated to the implementation
strategy under this objective (This information will also be in Table G.2 in the Data Tools.):
•

•

Total HPS funding that your community will allocate to total projects
o HPI Designated communities: $ 550,456
o HPI Aboriginal partnerships: $ 130,666
Amount and percentage of the HPS funding allocated to this objective
o HPI Designated communities
! $ 37,875
!
6.8%
o HPI Aboriginal partnerships
! $
!
%

e. Please identify any other sources of financial or in-kind support that will be invested for this
objective:
John Howard Society in-kind; GMHSC in-kind; seven Sector Groups and sub-committee leaders
in-kind
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KNOWLEDGE AND COMMUNICATION
8.2.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 8
a. Please state the exact wording of the community priority and related objective:
•

Priority: There is no fully-functional coordinated and integrated data collection system
among Greater Moncton shelters and food and other service providers. Some shelters
have received the HIFIS system, and are in process of learning it.

•

Objective: To implement HIFIS within Greater Moncton’s two largest shelters by 2009.

b. Please describe the programs, services or activities your community intends to develop or
enhance to meet this objective and achieve the expected outcome.
• All shelter staff will attend training session on data collection in November 2007
• All shelters will collect data, as per requirements, and report for two periods
c. Please identify the sectors in your community that will be potentially involved in the
implementation of this strategy and the expected relationships among these sectors. To
support your work, you may use Worksheet – F in the Data Tools.
(Sector refers to: the various levels of government, Aboriginal communities or organizations,
homelessness agencies, mainstream agencies, private sector, etc. For types of relationships,
please refer to the definitions in Annex A).
• Shelter partners in the Greater Moncton Homelessness Steering Committee
d. Please indicate what proportion of your HPS funding will be allocated to the implementation
strategy under this objective (This information will also be in Table G.2 in the Data Tools.):
•

•

Total HPS funding that your community will allocate to total projects
o HPI Designated communities: $
o HPI Aboriginal partnerships: $
Amount and percentage of the HPS funding allocated to this objective
o HPI Designated communities
! $
!
%
o HPI Aboriginal partnerships
! $
!
%

e. Please identify any other sources of financial or in-kind support that will be invested for this
objective:
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8.2.2 – Community Priorities not funded under the HPS
Note: This Section is optional. We have provided an additional table should your community
wish to include priorities and related objectives not funded under the HPS in the Plan. Please
follow the instructions for section 8.2 – Knowledge and Communication: Priorities and Related
Strategies. If your community does not identify any priorities and objectives not funded under
the HPS, please indicate so in the space below (e.g. ‘We included only our priorities funded
under the HPS’) and delete the table.
Only one Community Priority table has been added by default in the Framework. First, copy and
paste as many tables as you have objectives (grouped according to priority) and then complete
the tables.
KNOWLEDGE AND COMMUNICATION
8.2.2 – Community Priorities n o t f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 1
a. Please state the exact wording of the community priority and related objective:
•

Priority:

•

Objective:

b. Please describe the programs, services or activities your community intends to develop or
enhance to meet this objective and achieve the expected outcome.

c. Please identify the sectors in your community that will potentially be involved in the
implementation of this strategy, and the expected relationships among these sectors. To
support your work, you may use Worksheet – F in the Data Tools.
(Sector refers to: the various levels of government, Aboriginal communities or organizations,
homelessness agencies, mainstream agencies, private sector, etc. For types of relationships,
please refer to the definitions in Annex A).

d. Please identify the sources of financial support that will be invested for this objective:
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8.3 – Community Development: Priorities and Related Strategies
For each objective under Community Development, please identify the strategies that your
community will implement in the course of the next two years to achieve the planned outcomes.
In this section:
8.3.1 is required for priorities your community will fund under the HPS
8.3.2 is optional for priorities your community will not fund under the HPS, but wishes to
include in the Plan.
Only one Community Priority table has been added by default in this section. First, copy and
paste as many tables as you have objectives (grouped according to priority) and then complete
the tables.
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
8.3.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 7
a. Please state the exact wording of the community priority and related objective:
•

Priority: There is a need to increase knowledge and information about homelessness in
the Greater Moncton area and, in particular, to raise awareness of policy issues that
impact homelessness among the general population. Increasing awareness of
homelessness among the general population is critical if solutions are to be found.

•

Objective: To contract a CDO to assist the GMHSC and community agencies to better
capture and report on tangible results that prevent and reduce homelessness.

b. Please describe the programs, services or activities your community intends to develop or
enhance to meet this objective and achieve the expected outcome.
The CDO will lead or support the following activities:
• Complete Community Plan update
• Facilitate GMHSC monthly meetings and coordinate related activities
• Assist organization with implement of approved HPS sponsored projects
• Facilitate seven Sector Group meetings and coordinate related reports
• Organize/facilitate workshops, conferences or other relevant learning opportunities on
homelessness
• Facilitate communication among Committee members about homelessness issues
• Facilitate communication between GMHSC and key partners, the media and the general
public
• Create and implement a communications strategy targeting the general public to increase
awareness about homelessness
• Create and implement a strategy targeting policy-makers around legislation related to
homelessness in Greater Moncton
• Complete 2007-09 Community Plan Assessment
c. Please identify the sectors in your community that will be potentially involved in the
implementation of this strategy and the expected relationships among these sectors. To
support your work, you may use Worksheet – F in the Data Tools.
(Sector refers to: the various levels of government, Aboriginal communities or organizations,
homelessness agencies, mainstream agencies, private sector, etc. For types of relationships,
please refer to the definitions in Annex A).
• All sectors
d. Please indicate what proportion of your HPS funding will be allocated to the implementation
strategy under this objective (This information will also be in Table G.2 in the Data Tools.):
•

•

Total HPS funding that your community will allocate to total projects
o HPI Designated communities: $ 550,456
o HPI Aboriginal partnerships: $
Amount and percentage of the HPS funding allocated to this objective
o HPI Designated communities
! $ 37,875
!
6.8%
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
8.3.1 – Community Priorities f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 7
o HPI Aboriginal partnerships
! $
!
%
e. Please identify any other sources of financial or in-kind support that will be invested for this
objective:
John Howard Society in-kind; GMHSC in-kind; seven Sector Groups and sub-committee leaders
in-kind
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8.3.2 – Community Priorities not funded under the HPS
Note: This Section is optional. We have provided an additional table should your community
wish to include priorities and related objectives not funded under the HPS in the Plan. Please
follow the instructions for section 8.3 – Community Development: Priorities and Related
Strategies. If your community does not identify any priorities and objectives not funded under
the HPS, please indicate so in the space below (e.g. ‘We included only our priorities funded
under the HPS’) and delete the table.
Only one Community Priority table has been added by default in the Framework. First, copy and
paste as many tables as you have objectives (grouped according to priority) and then complete
the tables.
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
8.3.2 – Community Priorities n o t f u n d e d u n d e r t h e H P S
Community Priority # 1
a. Please state the exact wording of the community priority and related objective:
•

Priority:

•

Objective:

b. Please describe the programs, services or activities your community intends to develop or
enhance to meet this objective and achieve the expected outcome.

c. Please identify the sectors in your community that will potentially be involved in the
implementation of this strategy, and the expected relationships among these sectors. To
support your work, you may use Worksheet – F in the Data Tools.
(Sector refers to: the various levels of government, Aboriginal communities or organizations,
homelessness agencies, mainstream agencies, private sector, etc. For types of relationships,
please refer to the definitions in Annex A).

d. Please identify the sources of financial support that will be invested for this objective:
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Component Five: Developing and Communicating the
Community Plan
Element 9 – COMMUNITY PLAN DEVELOPMENT AND
APPROVAL PROCESS
a. Please describe your homelessness initiative’s planning process, describing:
• who was involved or engaged in the development of the community plan;
• the organizational structure in place to facilitate the development of the community
plan at its various stages (community profile, issue and priority identification,
objectives and outcomes, etc.)
A sub-committee was developed under the Greater Moncton Homelessness Steering Committee
(GMHSC), which included the Community Development Officer and Sector Group leaders. This
sub-committee reviewed the documentation and drafted the Community Plan Update. The CPU
was then reviewed and approved by the GMHSC and submitted to Service Canada.
b. Has the community plan been approved? By whom? (Community of stakeholders?
Community Advisory Board (CAB)? Community Entity?)
Yes, the Greater Moncton Homelessness Steering Committee has approved this plan.
Element 10 – COMMUNICATING THE COMMUNITY PLAN
Please describe your community’s strategy to communicate the homelessness plan and priorities
to: a) the homeless and at-risk populations; b) the homelessness agency sectors; c) the
mainstream agency sectors; d) the private sector; e) the public and e) elected officials.
Elements of a Communication Plan were identified in Element 6.3.1, community priority #7
above. These include:
-17 monthly meetings
-12 articles in newspapers, interviews with radio/tv
-2 fact sheets produced, in both official languages
-1 community forum on issues related to homelessness
We believe that it is important to involve all GMHSC partners in further development of the
specifics of this communication plan. This will be done at a meeting in November.
In addition, the Terms of Reference of the GMHSC will be reviewed, and the nature of the
organization possibly re-structured in order to identify key individuals who will speak on
homelessness issues to the media.
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Component Six: Sustainable Development
Element 11 – FINANCIAL AND NON-FINANCIAL RESOURCES
a. Please complete Table H, to identify the sources and amounts of matching funds or in-kind
contributions secured by your community for the implementation of your homelessness
initiative for the next two years. Please attach letters of confirmation.
Note that this step is not required for Aboriginal Community Entities.
DONE
b. Does your community have a funding strategy to increase its financial and non-financial
resources for the next two years?
What efforts will your community make to increase the number of different sources or
amounts?
The Greater Moncton Homelessness Steering Committee (GMHSC) itself does not have a
funding strategy to increase financial and non-financial resources for the next two years,
although its partners are increasingly working together to pool and share resources. For example,
some are finding ways of grouping under one roof. Others are moving into more
environmentally-friendly, more efficient buildings and doing what one shelter is doing in terms
of upgrading facilities (i.e. windows) to make them more cost efficient. The groups are doing as
much as possible to lower their overhead costs. As non-profit organizations, we are all used to
operating on a “shoe-string” budget, and groups continue to find ways to streamline costs.
For the next two years, the list of other sources of financial and non-financial sources indicated
in our Community Plan demonstrates the capacity of our community to find partners (financial
and non-financial). As well, we now have a Community Development Officer (CDO) whose
work plan will focus on increasing public awareness in our community on homelessness issues.
Element 12 – HUMAN RESOURCES
a. Please describe your community strategies for developing knowledge and skills related to
strategic planning, fundraising, public awareness, etc.
The GMHSC itself does not have community strategies per say for developing knowledge and
skills related to strategic planning, fundraising and public awareness. Individual partners are
challenged to deal with these issues on a daily basis. Working with our Community
Development Officer, we intend to address these issues together, as a group, in the coming two
years. Our annual Homeless Hotel event will also continue. It has proven to be a successful way
of raising awareness of homelessness issues.
b. Please describe your community strategies to address human resources stability within the
homelessness sector to improve the effectiveness of this sector.
The GMHSC itself does not have a Human Resources strategy, although individual partners are
challenged to deal with these issues on a daily basis. Working with our Community
Development Officer and Sector Groups, we intend to address these issues together, as a group,
in the coming two years. Human resources stability is a great challenge for all non-profits.
If available, please include a plan with your submission. Let us know if your community would
be willing to share information on your human resources strategies with other communities
Element 13 – ENVIRONMENTAL INITIATIVES
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Please describe your community strategies to address environmental sustainability in capital
projects (e.g. incorporating energy efficiency into capital project designs) or operating projects
(e.g. recycling and conservation education).
The GMHSC does not have an environmental strategy as such, although individual partners are
very aware of these issues and making every effort to conduct their affairs in environmentallyfriendly ways. As mentioned above, partners are increasingly working together to pool and share
resources. For example, some are finding ways of grouping under one roof. Others are moving
into more environmentally-friendly, more efficient buildings and doing what one shelter is doing
in terms of upgrading facilities (i.e. windows) to make them more cost efficient. Another
project, the Transitional Housing Project (under John Howard Society) is also looking at
planning on incorporating "green elements" into their transition housing project. The groups are
doing as much as possible to lower their overhead costs. As non-profit organizations, we are all
used to operating on a “shoe-string” budget, and groups continue to find ways to streamline costs
while promoting “best practices” to address environmental issues.
If available, please include a plan with your submission. Let us know if your community would
be willing to share information on your environmental initiatives with other communities
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The Last Word
A key priority for the GMHSC will be to address the shortage of emergency shelter for women
and children in Greater Moncton (aside from housing for those fleeing abusive situations).
Again, completion of this CPU required a very significant amount of time. Without the
assistance of our Community Development Officer, it is questionable whether we would have
succeeded or not. NGO’s are much too involved in the day-to-day business of trying to survive
and offer needed services on a “shoe-string” budget. They have little time left over for this kind
of documentation. (Just to print off both documents requires a serious investment in paper and
printer cartridges!)
This document continues to involve serious repetition throughout. While we don’t dispute the
need for accountability, we do believe that ways need to be found to reduce the amount of
repetition, the amount of work needed to complete this community plan and the amount of paper
at the same time. We are more than willing to work with Service Canada to find ways to reduce
this serious workload.
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